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The Egyptian Government’s Continuing Legacy of the Betrayal of Palestine 

News: 

On the 6th of January, the New York Times published an article entitled, “Tapes 

Reveal Egyptian Leaders’ Tacit Acceptance of Jerusalem Move”. It stated that while 

the Egyptian government was publicly criticising President Trump’s announcement 

last month that the U.S. would recognise Jerusalem as the capital of ‘Israel’, an 

Egyptian intelligence officer was asking several influential TV hosts in the country to 

persuade Egyptians to accept the decision. The newspaper reported that it had 

obtained audio recordings in which Captain Ashraf al-Kholi, the officer, is heard telling 

the hosts that Egypt, like its "Arab brothers, are denouncing this matter", but that 

"after that, this thing will become a reality. Palestinians can't resist and we don't want 

to go to war. We have enough on our plate as you know." Kholi is also heard 

suggesting to the hosts that Palestinians should leave their fight for Jerusalem and 

content themselves with the West Bank town of Ramallah that currently houses the 

Palestinian Authority. He stated, "How is Jerusalem different from Ramallah, really?" 

and, "Concessions are a must and if we reach a concession whereby Jerusalem will 

be - Ramallah will be the capital of Palestine, to end the war and so no one else dies, 

then we would go for it,". According to the New York Times, Kholi called the reaction 

to the US Jerusalem decision ‘dangerous’ and a ‘intifada issue’, commenting that, “An 

intifada would not serve Egypt’s national security interests because an intifada would 

revive the Islamists and Hamas." (Source: nytimes.com) 

 

Comment: 

The legacy of betrayal of the blessed land of Palestine by successive secular 

Egyptian governments is well-documented. However, today, under the murderous 

dictator and lap-dog of the US, Abdel Fattah el-Sisi, this treachery has reached 

another level. According to Nathan Thrall, a Jerusalem-based senior analyst for the 

International Crisis Group (ICG), a research NGO, "Egyptian-Israeli relations are 

today at their highest level in history." It is a point re-affirmed by many political 

analysts in the region who have stated that the Egyptian state and the Jewish 

occupiers are experiencing the closest cooperation in decades, especially in the 

security and military arena, including against armed groups in Gaza and Egypt’s Sinai 

desert. The media outlet Bloomberg, even reported that ‘Israel’ carried out drone 

strikes in Sinai with the Egyptian government’s consent. The criminal collusion of 

Egyptian authorities with the terrorist Jewish entity, under the leadership of el-Sisi, in 

suffocating the Muslims of Gaza by aiding the Jewish siege of the strip through the 

imposition of the crippling blockade of the Rafah crossing, hence preventing our 

Muslim brothers and sisters of Gaza access to basic needs such as fuel, foodstuffs 

and medicines and from seeking medical treatment, as well as the cooperation of the 

Egyptian regime with the brutal occupiers in destroying the vast Palestinian built 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/06/world/middleeast/egypt-jerusalem-talk-shows.html
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tunnel network, is also well-known. According to Bloomberg, the two governments are 

also close to securing a new multimillion-dollar gas deal. And in May 2016, the el-Sisi 

government introduced the textbook, ‘The Geography of the Arab World and the 

History of Modern Egypt’ to Egyptian schools which contained more inclusive and 

friendlier language towards ‘Israel’ and increased emphasis on peace with the 

murderous occupying entity. The book also condensed the history of conflict with the 

Jewish body from 32 pages down to 12 pages. Alongside this, Egyptian 9th grade 

students are now required to memorize the provisions of the 1979 Israel-Egypt peace 

treaty. 

Mohamed Soliman, a Cairo-based political analyst characterises this current 

chapter in this relationship between Egypt and the occupying body as a, “full 

partnership, unbreakable alliance and diplomatic completion" between the two 

governments, while Waleed al-Modallal, head of political science at the Islamic 

University of Gaza, told Al-Jazeera, that regardless of this ‘close relationship’ it is not 

clear to him "how Egypt would be able to pressurise Israel into responding to the 

rights of the Palestinians,” rather, "It seems that it is the other way round - that Egypt 

will pressurise Palestinians to relinquish more and more for Israeli objectives." 

As we know, such criminal betrayal of Palestine is not only the legacy of 

successive secular Egyptian governments, but all rulers and regimes of the Muslim 

world since the destruction of the Khilafah. While playing lip service to the importance 

of Al-Quds and this blessed land, these despicable Muslim governments have been 

aiding the Jewish entity to strengthen its occupation of Palestine. Indeed, they have 

served as ‘Israel’s’ greatest asset and defence force! For example, just days before 

Trump’s announcement, Saudi Crown Prince, Mohammed bin Salman had reportedly 

privately urged Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas to accept a vision of statehood 

without a capital in East Jerusalem. Indeed, in September 2017, ‘Israel’s’ leader 

Netanyahu, stated at a gathering in the Foreign Ministry, that the Jewish entity is 

enjoying a greater level of cooperation today with the Arab states than it has ever had 

in its history. 

Surely, it is way past time that as an Ummah we put an end to the rule of these 

treacherous Muslim regimes and establish with urgency the Khilafah (Caliphate) 

based upon the method of the Prophethood which will liberate this blessed land once 

and for all and return it under the glorious shade of Islamic rule, making Al-Quds the 

capital of the state of the Believers!  
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